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IN MY LITTLE GARDEN

Text / Lenia Major
Pictures / Clémence Pollet

It’s great! Why? Because now it’s the holidays... Let’s head to grandma’s and grandpa’s house! Grandpa has a surprise for his granddaughter. He saved her a square of his vegetable garden! As the days go by, our little girl takes care of her garden: she digs, sows and waters.. This is also a good opportunity to observe all the little inhabitants who come and visit her. A beautiful abundant album... just like nature!
THE INSECTS

Text / Claire Leceuvre
Pictures / Copucine Magile

The large blue butterfly is able to be adopted by an ant nest. What is its secret? Did you know that the "acacia" ants live in symbiosis with their host tree? Since the antiquity, doctors practice the maggot therapy. Fascinating, isn’t it? So don’t be afraid and discover the secrets of these wonderful little bugs!
MY LITTLE WORLD
The world of bacteria

Text and Pictures / Emmanuelle Houssais

All around you, there is a fascinating world you cannot see: the world of bacteria! There are billions of them, and they were the first inhabitants of Earth. On your skin, in your mouth, in your stomach..., they play an essential role in the well-functioning of the body.
AMAZING nature

BEFORE ME...
Explosion, evolution, coming to the world

Text and Pictures / Emmanuelle Houssais

We are on board for a surprising odyssey in time and space. From the infinitely big scale until the smallest possible, from the times before the Big Bang until the birth of a baby today. This wonderful and poetic album is a journey along the evolution of life on Earth.

RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean, Italian, Basque, Spanish and Bregilian.

UNDER MY FEET...
Underground life

Text and Pictures / Emmanuelle Houssais

Under our feet a vast world of animals, some more visible some less, some more known some less, turns the ground into a rich compost that will feed plants when the time comes. The generous format of this album with highly accurate illustrations is teeming with details of the annual cycle of these little animals!
BY NIGHT
Nocturnal animals cycle of the day
Text / Marie Lescroart
Pictures / Emmanuelle Houssais
The Earth revolves around the Sun. Day after day, the moon rises. Even in this small garden. When the night comes, life is not quiet at all. Owls, nightingales, foxes... Everyone is looking for food or playing or singing as they please. And beautiful flowers bloom at night.

BIRDS!
Text / Éric Mathivet
Pictures / Capucine Magille
We track them in flight. We admire their plumage. We are surprised by their intelligence. Birds are delightful and amazing creatures!

ANIMALS!
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Capucine Magille
The tisserin’s fitness, the monkey’s gregariousness, the boa’s digestion, the white bear’s fur, the penguin’s walk, the manta ray’s flight...

RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese and Italian

21 STORIES, MOVING AND FIERCEFUL...
With outstanding naturalist illustrations, this series tells the diversity of behaviors in the animal’s realm.

FICTION PICTURE BOOK
36 pages | 29.5 x 29.5 cm | French retail price : 16 euros

RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Spanish
THE BOOK OF MAGICALS ANIMALS
A journey to the heart of ancestral myths and scientific knowledges

Text / Fleur Daugey
Pictures / Chiara Dattola

Many myths grant magic powers to animals. To the Maya, the hummingbird is the messenger of the thoughts. By the Bobo, the chameleon is the creator of the world. By the combination of these fascinating stories and the scientific studies of the animals, we notice how much the human beliefs are not so far from reality.
WHAT DOES THE WOLF WANT

Text / Lenia Major
Pictures / Fabien Öckto Lambert

"Well Little Red Riding Hood, let me tell you a st..." Help, Grandmother! The wolf wants me to be stung! Once the Little Red Riding Hood is hidden, the Wolf has to find another victim. But he keeps on unsuccessfully to approach the other animals of the forest. But what if we go beyond appearances?

THE CLASS PHOTO

Text / Lenia Major
Pictures / Fabien Öckto Lambert

An unforgettable class photo... but for whom? The photographer calls pupils and put them under the cocoa-tree. They will take a class photo. Sadly (or funny) the photographer struggles to gather them and to make them stand still for our biggest laugh.

NOISES OF THE TOWN

Text / Inês d’Almeij – Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

The city is full of sounds: car horns, children's laughter, jackhammers... One night, Gaston is fed up: he can't sleep with all this racket! He flees to the top of a tree, on the hill overlooking the city. And that's where he hears it: the melody... the beautiful, sweet music... This book resonates with our urban lives, with a hint of poetry that captures our imagination.
THE LIFE OF AN OWL

Hoot, hoot, hoot! Once evening comes, the hooting of the owl hidden away in the hollow of a branch can be heard. Always alert, it watches for danger and prey thanks to its exceptional senses! The owl is also faithful and attentive with its little ones. In this album, we will learn that the owl is not the female of the horned owl.

THE LIFE OF A PENGUIN

Penguins live on ice floes. They have webbed feet and wings. They are birds but they can't fly! Yet, they are really good swimmers! So what are they doing, waddling behind each other? They're going off to find love!

THE LIFE OF A BEAR

In the mountains lives an animal with little round ears and big paws... the bear! Excellent runner, accomplished climber, an unrivalled fisher, he has a voracious appetite... he needs to stock up for winter! A documentary that combines sweetness with poetry.

THE LIFE OF A MACAQUE

A macaque is agile and full of life. Noisy and garish, it loves to fight, to squabble and at once reconcile and have fun with its congeners, upon the high branches of the trees. The macaque organizes its community life under the orders of a chief. Now it's time for the children to be deloused!

THE LIFE OF A DOLPHIN

With their shiny eyes and their everlasting smile, dolphins are top ranking acrobats. They always live in groups for hunting, coming breathing at the surface or raising babies. They have a high sense of solidarity and great mutual helping. They are faithful in friendship and keep up together for life!

THE LIFE OF A GIRAFFE

Giraffes are the tallest animals in the world, measuring up to 6 meters. Handy for nibbling leaves growing in acacia trees, but much less so for drinking... they have to arch their necks so low!
**Nature Awakening!**
A series of picture books for aspiring scientists. How do the plants grow? Where does the rain come from? Where do the ants go? These are questions that children do ask themselves at the earliest age!

**L’IL Ladybirds**
*Life of ladybug*
Text / Fleur Daugey
Pictures / Chloé du Colombier

Little miss Ladybird... before flying up into the sky, our little ladybird goes through many transformations. First as an egg, then as larva... then it grows and changes its skin, until its final metamorphosis! This is a clear, precise, aesthetic documentary album for all to learn more about the life of the ladybird.

**L’IL Ants**
*Life within an ant-hill*
Text / Fleur Daugey
Pictures / Chloé du Colombier

One, two, one, two... The ants are crossing the woods to get back to their ant hills. Before they could leave, they were first cleaners and factory workers. Beware! An alien! The ants come hastily inside while the warriors come fighting their enemy. Ants’ life is a busy one!

**L’IL Flock**
*Rights sold in Simplified Chinese*

**L’IL Ice Floe**
*Rights sold in Simplified Chinese and Basque*

**L’IL Travellers**
*Rights sold in Simplified Chinese and Basque*

**L’IL Farm**
*Rights sold in Simplified Chinese*

**L’IL Sleepers**
*Rights sold in Simplified Chinese*

**L’IL Bees**

**L’IL Greedy**

**NON FICTION PRESCHOOL • AGE 3-5**
32 pages | 19 x 19 cm | French retail price: 8.50 euros
NATURE awakening

L'IL PLANETS
Text / Fleur Daugney
Pictures / Chiara Dattola
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese

L'IL VOLCANOES
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Chiara Dattola
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese

L'IL STREAM
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Chiara Dattola
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean Portuguese and Basque

L'IL FOREST
Text / Brigitte Vautier
Pictures / Chiara Dattola
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese

BODY I know my body

ÉNERGIES, CIRCULEZ!
The meridian’s system
Text / Pierre LEVASSEUR
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret
NEW

AN EXPLORATION OF THE GREAT FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY!
Children are very curious about the way their body works.
To answer their questions in a precise and funny way,
this series help them understand their growth and health.

ENERGY! FLOW!
The meridian’s system
Our body is made of bones, muscles, arteries...
and each organ has a function. There is also
an essential energy, that flows through
our body which is called Qi by the Chinese.
This Qi circulates through the meridians.
As in nature, this energy follows
the season’s rhythm. Each meridian serves
an organ, which provides it with energy
and has an influence on our health
and our emotions!
I know my body

1 COEUR, 2 POUMONS
Breathing
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret
Breathing is dead easy! We do it without even thinking... And yet renewing the air in our lungs requires an ingenious system: our brain, muscles, arteries, veins, etc. are all put to the test. From the pulmonary alveoli to the smallest arteriole, all of this is revealed!

RIGHTS SOLD IN: Simplified Chinese and Korean

1, 2, 3 LET’S MOVE...
The skeleton
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret
All of us can stand still. And we are able to run, walk, nod, and wink... All thanks to our skeleton, some muscles and a brain. The brain gives the orders, the muscles make the bones move, and they make the skeleton. A lovely picture book to explain and understand the machinery of our wonderful human body!

RIGHTS SOLD IN: Simplified Chinese, Korean and Basque

AN EXPLORATION OF THE GREAT FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY!
Children are very curious about the way their body works. To answer their questions in a precise and funny way, this series helps them understand their growth and health.

100% CONNECTED
The brain
Text / Éric Mathivet
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret
Up there, in our cranium, is the most mysterious of all our organs... It is the brain who gives all the necessary orders to make our body move, our breathing or our digestion. All without even paying attention! How is that? Thanks to all the nerves in our body.

A THOUSAND AND ONE FEELINGS
The five senses
Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret
The hearing, the smell, the taste, the sight... One is missing... The sense of touch, of course! Our five senses enable us to discover and adapt ourselves to our environment. They provide us with all the necessary information about our surrounding world. Convenient? They are more than that!
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE FOOD WE EAT?

Digestion

Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

From the mouth, to the oesophagus, stomach, intestines, and colon... Whether in liquid or solid form, every type of food we eat follows the exact same digestive path. At each stage, the body transforms the food in order to extract either: fats, sugars, proteins, vitamins, or minerals from it... All of which are distributed to the muscles, blood, and organs. That’s digestion in a nutshell!

RIGHTS SOLD IN: Simplified Chinese and Korean

9 MONTHS, 1 BABY...
The birth

Text / Françoise Laurent
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

If there is an egg in the mother’s belly, it is because two reproductive cells, one spermatozoid and one ovule, have merged. This is fertilization!

The egg will next grow to become an embryo, then a foetus. The organs, the members will appear and develop until the birth.

In vitro fertilization, twin pregnancy, cesarean section... All of this is explained in a simple and accurate way.

RIGHTS SOLD IN: Simplified Chinese, Korean, Japanese and Spanish

I GARDEN EARTH’S FRIENDLY

Text / Marie Lesacroart – Pictures / Nicolas Gouy

Not much is needed to start enjoying gardening. But to garden, one must know the earth and understand the functioning of nature. During one year, season after season, one can find here all the needed elements to grow one’s own garden, in the ground or in a pot, thus making an alliance with nature.

RIGHTS SOLD IN: Korean

A LITTLE WALK AROUND THE FIELDS TO ENJOY THE BEST PRODUCTS!

Where does our food come from? How are they cultivated, picked up... fabricated? A necessary collection for a good education to eating healthy and according to our environment’s needs.

NON FICTION PICTURE BOOK • AGE 5-9
40 pages | 22 x 25.5 cm | French retail price : 12.50 euros
MEASURES
STRETCH OUT A BIT, A LOT...

Text / Rhéa Dufresne
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

A centimeter. That is the size of the box landed near my hand.
A meter. That is the length of my teacher’s ruler.
A kilometer. That is the distance that we walk in fifteen minutes.
What about 1000 kilometers? And a micron? And a lightyear?

12 units of measurement to seize the world.

WORDS MATTER, A BIT, A LOT...

Text / Rhéa Dufresne
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

Hello, Welcome, Please, Goodbye, Thank you,
Have a good day, Safe journey. Excuse me,
No problem, Good luck, Well done!...
Using polite language can facilitate dialogue and
help communication on every occasion.

12 little phrases that can change your life if put to good use!

EMOTIONS, MOVING A BIT, A LOT...

Text / Rhéa Dufresne
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

Every day, in my heart and in my head,
it is a big flow of emotions! Wonder, joy, anger,
sadness, calm, embarrassment,
jealousy, surprise, envy, pride, impatience, fear...

12 main emotions are related to daily situations.

THE BODY SPEAKS A BIT, A LOT...

Text / Rhéa Dufresne
Pictures / Sébastien Chebret

Our body has a language of its own. Facial expression and body
movement are signals related to our mood: red face for anger,
open arms to hug someone...

12 daily situations to understand our body language.
A GREEN EARTH!
The renewable energy

Text / Sandrine Dumas-Roy
Pictures / Céline Manillier

Our planet offers countless sources of energy: fossil energy in a limited amount and very polluting, but also renewable, cleaner and unlimited energy! How do the humans change the sunlight, or the power of the wind, or the waves in electric power? It’s the energy transition!

TRAVEL AT ANY SPEED! – On the move

Text / Emmanuelle Grundmann
Pictures / Céline Manillier
HELLO animals!

22 TITLES!
A non fiction series for the little ones naturally curious!
At the end of every book, a popularization article add some further details for the elder ones.

Pictures / Capucine Mazille

HEAD FOR ISLANDS
Endemic species

THE RIVERS ODYSSEY
An aquatic ecosystem

THOUSANDS OF BABIES
Breeding
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese and Russian

AS THE CROW FLIES
Migratory birds
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and Danish

RUN FOR COVER
Animal habitat
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean and Russian

BON APPÉTIT ANIMALS! – Diets
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Danish and Russian

NORTH POLE OR SOUTH POLE?
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese and Russian

SPASH THE WHALE, HOP THE DOLPHIN!
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese

HORSES – A domestic species
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and Danish

LIKE MARMOTS – Hibernation
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese and Russian

NON FICTION PICTURE BOOK • AGE 6-9
36 pages | 27 x 21 cm | French retail price : 13.50 euros
LIKE CATS AND DOGS
Domestic species
Text / Éric Mathivet
Pictures / Emilie Vanvolsem

We are familiar to the cats and the dogs of our everyday life. Both of them are pets, but their skills are very different. But what they have in common is that they need the same amount of care and love.

BEASTIE DROPPINGS
Animal Excrements
Text / Élisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec
Pictures / Emilie Vanvolsem
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese
THE NEW SERIES FOR TEENAGERS!
Why, where, how, when, who does it concern?
This new series, written by journalists, provides keys to understanding social issues and aims to help everyone making to make their own opinion.

Pictures / Élodie Perrotin

WHAT DOES FASHION SAY?
Text / Anne Botella
Ah fashion! In the past as well as nowadays, the way we dress reveals a lot about us. Whether we are a fashionista, an anti-conformist or conventional... everybody wears clothes! What hides behind this industry? What are the impacts on our society and the environment? Which stylists and creators have revolutionized fashion? The POCQQ collection objectively explores a subject allowing each and every one of us to form his or her own opinion of it.

WHAT ABOUT VEGANS?
Text / Florence Pinaud
Much noise is made around vegans, whether we embrace their philosophy or whether we worry them. The media seem to report anything and everything on the subject. But who are these vegans and what is the difference between veganism and anti-speciesism? What do vegans do and what do they really want?
WHO ARE THE FEMINISTS?
Text / Julie Guiral
We may all be human but women still have a long way to achieve equality or even the right to self-determination. What is the status of women throughout the world? How were feminist movements built over time? How can men sign up to feminism?
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese

WHO ARE TRANSHUMANISTS?
Text / Florence Pinaud
With the emergence of new technologies and scientific advances, medicine might sound like science fiction. Bionics, genetic experiment, robot surgery... Will transhumanism enhance human? Will this progress impact everyone or only a dominant minority?
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean

WHERE IS THE CLIMATE GOING?
Text / Claire Leceuvre
Climate change. It is a hot topic and most of the time we hear doesn’t make sense. Will there really be an increase in storms in the future? What is the 2 degrees Celsius limit we always hear about? Is the IPCC a cult? Where do greenhouse gases really come from? What should you respond when you hear: « But it’s not warming up, it’s actually getting colder »?
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese and Korean

HOW TO STAY INFORMED?
Text / Florence Pinaud
In the age of the internet and globalization, we are saturated with information. How can we sort through it? How can we identify fake news? Can all information be taken at face value? As usual, the POQQO collection provides us with the keys to better understand a topic and form our own opinions!

WHO ARE SOCCER PLAYERS?
Text / Philippe Jérôme
Soccer players are in the spotlight. Eleven players left their mark: Bobby Charlton, Diego Maradona, Zinedine Zidane, Ruud Gullit... This is not only because they are talented! How did they revolutionize soccer? How did a popular game 150 years ago become a global business? What does the future look like for soccer?

WHO ARE HACKERS?
Text / Samuel Verley
The hackers fascinate us as much as they worry us. We talk more and more about them, but we do not understand them. Are they criminals or computer heroes? Pirates or whistleblowers? What do they want? Should we fear or support them?
RIGHTS SOLD IN Simplified Chinese, Korean and Russian
WANT TO SEE MORE?

Looking for amazement? Craving for knowledge? Grown ups or kids, the Ricochet books are for you!

You can also download our catalogue here or you can contact us.

CHECK OUT THE FOREIGN RIGHTS PAGE
DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONALS
EXPLORE OUR COMPLETE CATALOGUE
DISCOVER OUR SERIES
SEE FOR EACH BOOK IF THE RIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
SEARCH OUR TITLES BY AVAILABLE LANGUAGES

CONTACT
Natalie Vock-Verley
Executive Editor and Foreign Rights Manager
n.vock@editionsduricochet.com
international@editionsduricochet.com

Let's meet!
As the next Children Bologna Book Fair is cancelled, let us stay in touch and discuss virtually by Google Hangouts, WhatsApp or by Skype.
Our Executive Director, Natalie Vock-Verley, will be pleased to talk with you about our new titles and our available Foreign Rights!
Choose your appointment slot at calendly.com/editionsduricochet/bologna-2020

FRANKFURT BOOK FAIR
14th to 18th of October 2020

editionsduricochet.com